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Abstract
We discuss how the specication of the PLAN programming language supports the
design objectives of the language The specication aims to provide a mathemati
cally precise operational semantics that can serve as a standard for implementing
interpreters and portable programs The semantics should also support proofs of
key properties of PLAN that would hold of all conformant implementations This
paper discusses two such properties  Type checking is required but interpreters
are given signicant exibility about when types are checked	 the specication must
support a clear description of the possible behaviors of a network of conformant
implementations 
 It is essential to have guarantees about how PLAN programs
use global resources but the specication must be exible about extensions in the
network service layer We illustrate on of kind of issue that will arise in using to
specication to prove properties of the network based on the choice of services
 Introduction
The aim of this paper is to describe how the PLAN specication supports
some of the design goals of the language The specication itself is available
from the web

For purposes of motivation we will need to give some general
introduction to the requirements design programming model applications
and implementation of PLAN but details are best obtained from the project
home page

PLAN is part of the SwitchWare Active Network Architecture
the language design was introduced in  and the overall architecture in 	
In this paper we discuss two of the primary attributes of PLAN that are inter

esting for its specication namely its type system and its model for reasoning
about global properties based on available service layer functions After gen

eral discussion of each of these we describe the specication itself and use
some PLAN programs to illustrate the issues

httpwwwcisupenneduswitchwarePLANspec

httpwwwcisupenneduswitchware
c
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Specifying a programming language carefully is a traditional challenge dat

ing back at least to the specication of Algol  	 possibly one of the rst
programming languages to be specied precisely by something dierent from
an implementation Many of the problems that arose with that specica

tion 	 are still issues now but there are also some new challenges brought
on by the changing role of modern programming languages Several of these
apply to PLAN

Programming mobile agents

Programming networks

Using Domain Specic Languages DSLs and scripting languages

Proving properties of programs
PLAN is a mobile agent programming language which moves across the
network to evaluate on remote hosts Such languages raise concerns of the
kind addressed by the Java security system 	 so the specication of PLAN
needs to address many of the same challenges as that of Java language 
and its virtual machine 	 As in Java this has a profound inuence on
type checking and on the relationship between the language and its wire
representation that is the form in which it is delivered to the remote host
A key decision with PLAN was to follow the Java pattern of specifying both
a source
level programming language and a wire language However at this
point only the source
level language is specied and the wire language is a
topic of ongoing research This gap is resolved in implementations by using
parse trees of PLAN programs as a wire representation This at least allows
us to avoid the pitfall that caused some of the early security gaps in Java
namely the fact that transmitted byte code was not necessarily generated by
a Java compiler and therefore might not have the guarantees of compiler target
code 
PLAN is also an active network programming language 			 its goal
is to enable communicators to customize the function of the machines that
route packets in a packet switched network This entails a new set of issues
relating to global resource control In the most common mobile agent applica

tion for Java the web browser applet a program in Java byte code is pulled
from a web page server and evaluated only on the machine that requested it
By contrast a PLAN program can be expected to evaluate on possibly dozens
of machines to which it is pushed by a communicator With such programs
being pushed by many parties it is essential to nd ways to control network
utilization The IP protocol suite attempts to protect network resources by a
number of means among which is the very limited interface that IP provides
to the routers Moreover an IP packet contains a Time To Live TTL eld
indicating the maximum number of routers the packet is allowed to visit This
TTL is typically decremented by each router that forwards the packet and if
it reaches zero the packet is discarded with a notication to its source This
protects the network against routing loops that can arise from link and router

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failures or buggy routing code Active network programming environments
which are generally known as Execution Environments EEs often provide
some analog of the TTL eld However since the goal of active networks is to
provide a richer programming interface to the routers the challenge of control

ling resources is dicult to overcome It should be possible to see from the
specication independent of any particular conformant compiler and runtime
implementation how PLAN programs will protect the network
PLAN is a Domain Specic Language DSL for packet
level active net

work programming Languages like Java Algol  C ML and so on aim
to support a wide range of programming needs By contrast there are other
languages that support a programming niche LaTeX 	 for instance is a
successful language for programming typesetting of documents with mathe

matics we used it to write this paper There is a widely
used language called
make  for programming builds from dependencies between software congu

ration items AWK is a popular language for writing le processing functions
One probably would not use LaTeX make or AWK to program a management
information system a video game or a runtime system although C has
been used for these diverse applications The point is that these DSLs are
good for programming in the niches for which they are designed and make the
job easier than a general purpose language would To regain some generality
DSLs may rely on programs written in other languages For instance Perl
is a scripting language which means that it is designed to compose or glue
functions possibly written in other languages As such it is similar to PLAN
which is a scripting language for composing active network functions from the
service layer We will discuss issues related to the PLAN service layer later
in the paper but in summary properties of PLAN programs depend on the
services made available for gluing in PLAN Hence a specication of PLAN is
also the specication of service layer composition Also the specication of
PLAN must be adequate to support a relyguarantee reasoning system capa

ble of deriving properties guaranteed of the system as a whole from properties
relied upon for the service layer For example it can be shown that a PLAN
program will terminate if all of the services it invokes terminate and various
other properties of the services can be relied upon
The idea that one can specify a programming language precisely enough to
prove mathematical properties of it and its programs is not new Apparently
much of the programming community has considered this to be a matter of
secondary importance since the specication and design of widely
used lan

guages like C make this very dicult However with the advent of Java and
Standard ML there has been renewed interest in proving properties from the
language specication and thereby ensuring them for conformant compilers
and programs One advance driving this direction is the need to ensure secu

rity and the willingness to use garbage collection to support a more abstract
notion of state These issues have been taken seriously by the active network

ing community for instance where most projects use Java or some variant of

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ML It was our hope in creating the specication of PLAN that it could be as
precise as that of Standard ML 	 and given the simplicity of PLAN that
it will be easy to understand
What is the point of specifying PLAN wouldnt a good implementation be
sucient Most programming languages are specied so they can be standard
ized and a typical goal of standardization is to enable portability of programs
between dierent compilers in particular between compilers for dierent ma

chine instruction sets Since it is feasible to implement PLAN via an inter

preter in a high
level language such portability can be achieved without stan

dardizing PLAN However as things have developed it is typical for PLAN
implementations to be in the same language as the service layer they intend
to use and there are PLAN implementions existing or underway for at least
ve languages

at the current time Some of the goals of the specication are
as follows
i Serve as a means to communicate PLAN design ideas between implemen

tors
ii Assist portability of PLAN programs between implementations
iii Enable common tutorials and test suites
iv Provide a basis for describing safety properties of the service layer func

tions
v Provide a basis for formal verication of PLAN properties
This paper illustrates some of the challenges in achieving the last two objec

tives
 Static and Dynamic Type Checking
Most of the popular programming languages today employ some kind of type

checking mechanism Types allow programmers to organize data in meaning

ful ways type checking conversely provides guarantees to programmers that
their program does not access memory that it is not supposed to The same
guarantee is also helpful to runtime systems
There have traditionally been two modes of type checking
Static type checking In the static mode of type checking a program is
checked for type correctness as part of the compilation or loading process
before it is executed This is the mode employed by ML Java and C for
example
Dynamic type checking In the dynamic mode of type checking type check

ing does not happen until an attempt is made by the running program to
treat data in a way that does not respect its type This is the mode em

ployed by the Scheme programming language

We are aware of work on Java OCaml C C and typed assembly language
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There are pros and cons to both approaches Static type checking allows
certain kinds of errors to be detected at compile time This aids debugging
and the runtime system since both can rely on certain guarantees about type
correct code However to enable such ltering of errors certain type annota

tions are required from the programmer These can become burdensome and
conservative restrictions may mean that programs are rejected by the type
checker even if they would run without type errors Dynamic type checking
reduces these problems by using richer runtime information about types but
may allow programs with type errors to be evaluated Dynamic checks can
also be a drag on performance
PLAN throws up some interesting questions in this regard Should PLAN
programs be statically checked or dynamically checked for type correctness
If static type checking is used should it be done once before the packet is sent
into the network or at each node where the the program executes The answer
to the second question seems quite obviously to be that PLAN programs
have to be type checked on every active router that they are executed on
since routers should not be required to trust one another beyond a limited
interface The rst question is more interesting PLAN programmers would
want to make sure that they catch any type errors in the programs they
write before the programs actually go out into the network This means that
static type checking would help PLAN programmers However in order to
protect network resources PLAN programs are quite special
purpose and do
not have looping constructs or recursion Moreover only a small part of a
PLAN program may be executed on any given router the examples later will
illustrate why this is the case so some of the performance benets of static
checking are lost Dynamic type checking probably has better performance
for the average PLAN program In summary it seems best for PLAN to be
capable of static type
checking but to allow dynamic type checking
Active routers in fact have an entire spectrum of possibilities vis
a
vis
type checking available to them with static and dynamic type checking being
the two extremes of this range Routers could for example start the execution
of the program with dynamic checking and statically type
check it at the same
time terminating the execution if a type error is found either dynamically or
in the static check Alternatively one could statically check selected fragments
of the program that looked like they would benet from static analysis and
check other parts dynamically This is similar to optimizations for dynamically
typed languages that omit runtime checks for parts of the program known to
be type correct after an initial analysis phase
Allowing such a range of possibilites creates new kinds of problems in
programs that have eects One of the ways in which PLAN programs cause
eects is the OnRemote language primitive which causes a packet containing
a necessary subset of the PLAN program and a rst invocation to be sent for
execution on a specied network host Consider the following PLAN program
fun foo   unit 

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OnRemote foo  host 	
OnRemote foo  host 	
OnRemote foo  host 	
 
 true
This program rst sends three PLAN packets to host presumably a node in
the network which will all try to execute foo  after getting there Then it
tries to add the integer  to the boolean value true generating a type error
Static type checking will catch this error before execution while dynamic type
checking will catch this error only after the three packets have been sent
Allowing for a range of alternative modes of type
checking means that any of
 	  or  packets could have been sent to host
This oered an interesting challenge when writing the specication of
PLAN The specication needed to be such that static type checking was
possible and yet we needed to specify clearly the behavior when type errors
were detectedwithout over
specifying when or how this is done Speciers of
statically typed languages have it easy they can just say how a type
correct
program should be evaluated Fortunately there is a tradition in semantics of
giving rules for evaluation of non
type
correct programs so that a theorem can
assert that the ill fate that could be encountered by such a program at runtime
never happens to a program that is type correct Our goal is to exploit this
approach explicity in the PLAN standard to achieve the desired exibility at
the same time as we avoid the unacceptable option of leaving the behavior of
programs with type errors unspecied
The standard details a way by which static type
checking could be done
However it also species a way of dynamically type
checking a PLAN program
during execution which lies at the other extreme of the range This execution
might give rise to several PLAN packets which are collected in a multiset
during the execution If the PLAN program contains no type errors then the
execution completes if the services it calls also complete All PLAN packets
collected in the multiset are then sent o into the network The interesting
possibility is when the PLAN program contains type errors In that case
the execution will terminate abnormally with a type error and the standard
species exactly what packets can be generated for transmission The actual
set of packets transmitted will depend on when exactly the type error is caught
by a particular router if the router was employing static type checking none
of the packets would be sent and if dynamic possibly

all of them With any
alternative mode of type checking some allowable subset of these messages
will be sent Thus it is known what messages can possibly be sent in the case
that the program is not type correct even if it is not known exactly which
ones will be sent We believe that this is a good constraint since it errs on
the safe side We will demostrate this further with an example in Section 
In practice all of these guarantees are subject to other forms of failure such

PLAN programs can be dropped by the network
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as dropped packets or failing nodes These forms of failure are not directly
modelled in the current specication but we believe that it would be possible
to do so
 Network Properties and the Service Layer
PLAN is intended to be used essentially as a scripting language to glue to

gether various library routines called services This second layer of program

ming involves another programming language and in contrast to the packet
language this is intended to be a general
purpose language like Java OCaml
or even C Thus it is possible to write much more complex programs at the
service layer than at the packet layer
This extra complexity of programs that can be invoked by a PLAN pro

gram on a router makes guarantees about PLAN program behaviour more
complex to express As we mentioned before a PLAN program that invokes
no services is guaranteed to terminate However a PLAN program might in

voke services perhaps paying the price with some of its resource bound that
run indenitely on the router waiting for other packets to come in or listen

ing for connections in which case the termination property no longer holds
When making guarantees about PLAN programs it is essential to specify the
exact assumptions about the service layer on which these guarantees rely
The standard species exactly what services are part of a minimal PLAN
implementation All of these services are terminating and none of them can
leave state on the router they execute on The minimal PLAN implemen

tation then has the property that programs executing only on routers that
run a minimal implementation will always terminate will not leave any state
on routers and by implication cannot communicate with each other within
PLAN They may communicate indirectly through higher
level operations at
the endpoints that are creating and consuming the PLAN packets This may
seem restrictive but it is an assumption that IP also imposes on packets
Protocol designers and even general users may write services that do more
than just return a result For example running a depth rst search in the
network might involve leaving a mark on the router to signify that the router
has been visited As we show in the example in Section  this can make
programs simpler However reasoning about the programs and providing
guarantees on their behavior now becomes harder Consider some examples of
the kinds of guarantees that might be expected From the routers viewpoint
a PLAN program that leaves state on the router should not be able to destroy
the le system on the router From the point of view of PLAN packets
another PLAN packet should not be able to meddle with marks left by the
former unless this is intended While the standard does not provide any way
of proving such requirements about services it certainly provides a framework
that can help specify exactly the properties that need to be proven somewhat
like verication conditions In any case without a precise specication of the

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PLAN language semantics it would be impossible to prove any properties of
a network based on even the most precisely specied service layer
 An Overview of the Specication
PLAN is a strongly typed functional scripting language It provides basic
types like integers and strings simple datatypes like tuples and lists as well
as basic control ow based on conditionals and exceptions The core of PLAN
is its pair of primitives for remote evaluation and the concept of a chunk
short for code hunk used to indicate what should be remotely evaluated
Communication consists of a sequence of remote evaluations on successive
routers As a simple language PLAN has a succinct specication divided
into a syntax type system and dynamic semantics The dynamic semantics
includes rules for local evaluation transmission and dynamic type checking
 Evaluation model
PLAN programs have a two
phased life cycle consisting of a transit phase
and an evaluation phase An initial PLAN packet contains a chunk which
encapsulates the program itself with an initial invocation The packet also
contains an evaluation destination among other things In the transit phase
this packet is routed to the evaluation destination This phase is modeled
through a multiset rewriting system One a packet reaches the evaluation
destination it is evaluated and type checked at any arbitrary time but no
later than the point at which the type error generating expression would have
to be evaluated
	 Network model
An IP internetwork consists of hosts on a collection of networks connected by
routers The routers typically have several interfaces each interface connect

ing to a dierent network and with a dierent IP address for each Packets
usually travel through the internetwork with the help of routing tables main

tained on the routers such tables specify the next router to visit to get to
a given destination A PLAN active network PLANet  is based on the
same philosophy with the dierence that packets now contain programs that
need to be executed rather than forwarded or routed
The PLAN specication models this network through a multiset of mes
sages Each message is of the form emitdev packet where dev is the in

terface that the packet has been emitted on An interface is further modeled
as a pair of hosts The PLAN packet is routed to its evaluation destination
through a sequence of rewrite rules on the multiset somewhat analogous to a
Chemical Abstract Machine  Here is the rule that makes routing possible

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for example
emith h

ch h

 rb rf  femitdev ch h

 rb 	 rfg
where dev nextHop  rfh

 h

 if h

 h

To explain this rule without going into too much detail a PLAN packet con

taining the chunk ch and intended to be evaluated on h

is emitted on the
interface h h

 Since it is not yet at the evaluation destination the routing
function rf also specied in the packet is used to gure out the next hop and
the interface that the packet needs to go to
The state of the network changes with each rewrite with some packets
disappearing and others taking their place

 Static typing
Static type checking in PLAN is done through a proof system that species
how PLAN programs can be shown to be type correct A type assertion to be
proved by the rules is in one of the following two forms
H  definition l ist H

or H  expression 
Here H and H

are type environments and  is a type The rst form
of a static typing assertion species how a sequence of denitions are turned
into a type environment the second species how an expression is given a
particular type under the assumptions contained in a given type environment
For example the following rule species how the OnNeighbor primitive is
typed
H  exp

  chunkT H  exp

 hostT
H  exp

 intT H  exp

 devT
H  OnNeighborexp

 exp

 exp

 exp

 unitT
 Evaluation semantics and dynamic typing
The standard also needs to specify the other extreme of the typing mode range
as well as how a PLAN program would be evaluated The specication should
make clear exactly

what the order of evaluation is and secondly

when a type error can be caught at the latest
To facilitate these goals and particularly the second an abstract machine
semantics are employed to specify evaluation and dynamic type checking The
abstract machine is an extension of the well
known SECD machine 	 A
state of the traditional abstract machine consists of a stack S an environment
E a code sequence C and an activation frame stack D This is extended
by adding a multiset M to the state that contains the PLAN packets that

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are emitted as a result of the evaluation of the program and some other
bookkeeping terms
The advantage of using an abstract machine semantics is that it breaks
evaluation down into the smallest of steps This facilitates pointing out ex

actly where during the evaluation of a program the type correctness of a
sub
expression is needed in other words this species exactly the point at
which a type error generating sub expression will be caught if not earlier
For example here are the rules that specify how the OnNeighbor primitive
is evaluated
SE OnNeighbor exp

 exp

 exp

 exp

  CD
 SE exp

 exp

 exp

 exp

 neighbor  CD
val
d
 devT  val
rb
 intT  val
h
 hostT  val
ch
  chunkT  S
Eneighbor  CDM rb
 unitV  unitT  SE CD
M  emitval
d
 val
ch
 val
h
 val
rb
  rb intValval
rb

Here neighbor is a special opcode The rst rule species that to evaluate
the OnNeighbor primitive the four arguments need to be evaluated rst in a
left to right order Once the arguments are evaluated the results will be on
the stack as a typed value pair at which point their types need to be exactly
those specied in the second rule If so the machine species the result of
evaluating the OnNeighbor primitive to be unit and adds a new message to
M  If the types do not match the machine stops hangs with a type error
Otherwise a chunk val
ch
with argument val
h
is emitted through device val
d
with a resource bound bound of val
rb
 The resource bound assigned to this
PLAN packet is decremented from the local resource bound
When the machine stops with a type error the set M species what mes

sages could have been generated if type checking was in fact left until the
last minute However a node on the network evaluating the PLAN program
might have type checked the oending part of the program earlier and there

fore stopped its execution before all of the messages in M were generated
The specication does not specify exactly what messages could have been left
out however it does guarantee that even in the presence of a type error in
the program no messages can be generated other than those in M when the
modied SECD machine stops with a type error irrespective of when the type
error was caught
 Examples
We now present two examples of actual PLAN programs These programs
implement a protocol in two contrasting ways to look for a particular host
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Table 
Standard Services for First PLAN Program
svc print  a  unit
 converts given PLAN value into a string
 and prints it on the console 
svc getRB  unit  int
 Returns the resource bound left with the packet 
svc getNeighbors  unit  host  dev list
 Returns a list of addresses of neighbors
 together with the interfaces to reach them 
svc thisHostIs  host  bool
 Returns true if the given address is of the current node 
svc getSrcDev  unit  dev
 Returns the interface that the packet arrived on 
svc length  a list  int
 Returns the length of the list 
svc member  a  a list  bool
 Returns true if first arg is a member of second arg 
svc thisHost  dev  host
 Returns the network address of the given interface 
svc thisHost  unit  host list
 Returns all network addresses of the current node 
in a network and to nd routes to it The network is such that individual
nodes have no knowledge of the topology of the network except for knowing
who their neighbors are and which interface they are connected through The
objective is for the source to nd a route to a given destination without the
aid of routing tables maintained by the network Neither of the protocols we
describe is really ecient but they touch the right issues and do have a similar
avor to those being developed in areas like mobile ad hoc networking where
a collection of mobile wireless computers attempt to self congure a network
by acting as routers 	
In our rst example stateless route discovery a route is collected in the
packet itself while the packet and its children search for the destination This
program is given in Appendix A and uses the services in Tables 	 and  Active
packets based on this service interface do not change the state of routers The
services in Table 	 are part of the PLAN standard Services in Table  are
not part of the standard yet but as we gain experience writing more PLAN
programs we will be able to decide whether or not to add them to the standard
Another thing that will be added to the standard is parametric polymorphism
A Hindley
Milner style inference system has been implemented for the OCaml
version of the interpreter This will enable a sensible typing of services like
reverse and append
In our second example route discovery with state a route is collected by
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Table 

Additional Services for First PLAN Program
svc consfirst  hostdev  host list  host list
 consfirsthdl is 	
 hdl 
svc reverse  host list  host list
svc append  host list  host list  host list
svc getDevtoHost  host  dev
 Given a host address of a neighbor
 find the interface to get there 
Table 
Additional Services for Second PLAN Program
svc exists  int  bool
svc find  int  host
svc add  int  host  unit
svc getUniqueKey  unit  int
 Dictionary management services 
leaving bread crumbs backward pointers on routers as the packet and its
children search for the destination This program is given in Appendix B and
uses the services of the rst program together with those in Table  The
services in Table  are not part of the standard
 Stateless route discovery
This program nds all non
looping routes between the source and destination
modulo exhaustion of its resource bounds It works by keeping a list of nodes
that have already been visited and builds a route to the destination as it
traverses the network At each node the program generates several copies of
itself and sends these children to all of its neighbors that have not been visited
before Once it nds the destination the program uses the route it built while
getting there to go back to the source and reports the route found It is called
a stateless protocol because it leaves no state on the routers as it traverses the
network instead it carries state around with itself as arguments to functions
After reporting the route however the program tries to add the integer 	 and
the unit value generating a type error We now have several scenarios If all
nodes employ dynamic type checking the program will run as expected and
no type errors will be detected until after the routes get reported Thus the
type error made no dierence to the functionality of the program except by
generating an extra type error after the result had been reported If on the
other hand at least the source node does static type checking the program
will not run at all since the source will type
check the program before trying
to evaluate it will generate a type error and then will terminate the program
	
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without sending any messges into the network This is the other extreme In
the case that some nodes but not the source employ static type checking
some of the packets may come back and report routes but no routes will
be reported that contain nodes that employ static type checking since those
nodes would not have run the program at all In particular if the destination
being searched for does type checking statically no routes will be reported
There are of course several other scenarios However the common theme
in these and other scenarios is that the worst that can happen is routes not
being reported even though they exist 
 clearly a better scenario than if a
type incorrect program generated never
ending messages in the network or if
it caused security loopholes Hence our assertion that although the specica

tion cannot specify exactly the set of messages generated in the network in
the presence of a type error it restricts the possible set of messages guaran

tees that these messages will still be valid PLAN packets although perhaps
containing type
incorrect PLAN programs and errs on the safe side
	 Route discovery with state
This program works in almost the same way as the previous one except it
keeps track of visited nodes by leaving state on them This is done by adding
a dictionary entry on visited routers that points to the host that the packet
came from When the packet starts at the source it generates a globally
unique integer key by using a service function Upon arrival at a router that
is not the destination the packet checks the local dictionary for an entry left
using the same key The existence of such an entry implies that the router
has been visited before in which case that packet terminates If such an entry
does not exist the program sends child packets as in the rst example to
all neighbors When the program does get to the destination it goes back to
the source using the entries that were left on each router This program will
discover fewer routes than the previous one but it is more ecient since it
avoids revisiting nodes already covered by packets using the same key
This program uses services that leave state on routers It thus enables
communication between dierent PLAN programs that know the unique in

teger key being used to leave state However this key could be discovered
and used by other PLAN packets or other network agents to maliciously
corrupt the state being used by the computation While an obvious solution
is to create a new datatype for unforgeable keys it is worth mentioning that
most routing protocols in use in the Internet use analogous techniques send

ing passwords in cleartext for example Of course what works well enough in
the Internet may not work well in an active network This issue is a topic of
ongoing investigation
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
 Reasoning about global properties
Aside from eciency and the resources demanded from the network and nodes
by these two protocols what dierences are there between them A key
dierence of the kind we would like to use the specication of PLAN and the
specication of the services to study is how the network changes as a result of
changes in the services In the rst protocol packets do not communicate and
it is therefore possible to show that a packet sent into the network will behave
the same regardless of what other packets are in the network Of course
in practice there are issues such as whether the presence of heavy trac
causes packets to be dropped but at the level we are modelling packets
in this protocol are unaected by other packets On the other hand this
is not true of interface used by the second protocol Because packets can
communicate by leaving state on routers packets in the network could interact
with this communication state For instance a packet may find a host left
by another packet or fail to do so depending on what another packet did
A more subtle issue arises if packets are allowed to change the bindings left
at the nodes as the FBAR protocol in  does In this case labels are used
as bread crumbs but conguration packets are allowed to adjust ow paths
dynamically to exploit changes in network trac In this case packets not
created by the owner of the ow could alter it accidentally or maliciously
In other cases considerably more power is oered by the interface such as
the ability to change the queueing strategy of a router  The potential
interactions between packets becomes more complex in the presence of such a
strong interface
The goal of the specication is to provide a pivot around which it is possible
to analyze the eects of the choice of services on the guarantees of the network
An example of the kind of analysis we would like to be able to carry out is given
in  where the ow of data in the network is analyzed to answer questions like
what properties of an agent in the network would allow a cleartext password
to be discovered Ultimately we must go beyond this and understand how to
study properties of the network in the presence of cryptographic protections
For example we need to understand how an interface to authorization may
aect network guarantees for a specic protocol such as labelled routing where
changes to labels require cryptographic authentication and authorization The
specication of PLAN is intended to enable this form of analysis
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A Stateless Route Discovery
 Function invoked to go back to the source with the route we just found 
fun goback remaininghosthost list routehosthost list  unit 
if remaining    Source reached 
then print route  Report route 

    Type error 
else  else keep going 
let
val nextHophost  	 hd remaining
in
goback tl remaining route
nextHop getRB  getDevtoHost nextHop
end
 Function invoked to find all possible routes to destination 
fun find desthost routehosthost list visitedhost listunit 
 First argument is destination to be reached 
 Second argument is route we are accumalating 
 Third argument is a list of visited network addresses 
let
 Get the neighbors addresses weed out already visited ones 
val neighborshostdev list  getNeighbors 
val neighborHostshost list 
foldr consfirst neighbors 
fun addIfNew nhostdev lhostdev listhostdev list 
if not member n visited
then n  l
else l
val newNeighborshost list 
foldr addifNew neighbors 
 Get a list of all of the current nodes addresses 
val myaddrs  foldr consfirst thisHost  
 Find out what interface we came in on will be used to go back 
val srcdevdev  getSrcDev 
 The amount of resource bound each child gets 
val childRBint 
if length newNeighbors  
then getRB 
else getRB   length newNeighbors
 Send a child packet to given host 
fun sendChild nhostdev uunitunit 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OnNeighbor
find dest
thisHost srcdev thisHost 	 n  route
append myaddrs visited
	
 n childRB 	 n
in
if thisHostIs dest
then goback route reverse route
else foldr sendChild newNeighbors 
end
fun startSearch desthostunit  find dest  
B Route Discovery with State
 Function invoked to go back to the source using the back pointers 
 On the way build up the route to report 
fun goback kint routehosthost list  unit 
if thisHostIs getSource   Source reached 
then print route  Report route 
else  else keep going 
let
val nextHophost  find k
val ddev  getDevtoHost nextHop
in
OnNeighbor
goback k
thisHost d thisHost getSrcDev   route
nextHop getRB  d
end
 Function invoked to find all possible routes to destination 
fun find desthost previoushost kintunit 
 First argument is destination to be reached 
 Second argument is the host previously visited 
 Third argument is a key used to store back pointers 
let
 Get the neighbors addresses 
val neighborshostdev list  getNeighbors 
val neighborHostshost list 
foldr consfirst neighbors 
 Find out what interface we came in on 
val srcdevdev  getSrcDev 
 The amount of resource bound each child gets 
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val childRBint 
if length newNeighbors  
then getRB 
else getRB   length newNeighbors
 Send a child packet to given host 
fun sendChild nhostdev uunitunit 
OnNeighbor
find dest thisHost 	 n k
	
 n childRB 	 n
in
if exists k  Were we here before 
then   If so die 
else if thisHostIs dest  otherwise is this our dest 
then goback k   If so go back 
 Otherwise check if were still at source 
 We dont need to add a backpointer if that is the case 
else if thisHostIs getSource 
then foldr sendChild newNeighbors 
else addEntry k previous
foldr sendChild newNeighbors 
end
fun startSearch desthostunit 
let
val kint  getUniqueKey 
in
find dest getSource  k
end
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